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1. Ding, Arthur S.
Chinese politics and foreign policy under Xi Jinping : the future political trajectory / Arthur S. Ding. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2021. 354p.

About: This book focuses on China’s future under Xi Jinping’s authoritarian leadership by examining various
facets of the political, economic, social and foreign policy trajectories of contemporary China. It assesses Xi
Jinping’s power dynamic as the ‘core’ leader of the Communist Party of China (CPC) and analyses the impact of
Xi’s signature domestic policies which demonstrate his political authority within the domestic sphere. Moreover,
the book presents Xi’s pro-active, assertive and action-oriented outlook as a foundation for China’s diplomacy in
the ‘new era’. Bringing together an international set of experts in the field who explore critical facets of China
under Xi Jinping that deeply influence the regional as well as the global order, the book investigates the impact of
Chinese initiatives such as the grand Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(AIIB) and the BRICS New Development Bank (NDB). Importantly, the book illustrates US-China relations and
outlines how this relationship will intensify in the post-COVID-19 era, which is poised to be one of the biggest
challenges and turning points of the ‘Asian Century’. Offering a timely insight into China’s future and the
trajectory of Xi Jinping’s consolidation of power, this book will be of interest to academics in the fields of China
Studies, Asian and International Politics and International Relations.
ISBN : 9780367470289.
1. China - Foreign relations 2. China - Politics and government 3. China - Foreign Policy. I. Title
320.951 DIN21

111716

1

2. Conflict and cooperation in the Indo-Pacific : new geopolitical realities / Edited by Ash Rossiter
and Brendon J Cannon. - Cannon, Brendon J ed.. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2020. 195p.

About: This book explores the most important strategic questions about the emerging Indo-Pacific region by
offering an incisive analysis on the current and future patterns of competition and cooperation of key nations in
the region. Examining emerging policies of cooperation and conflict adopted by Indo-Pacific states in response to a
rising China, the book offers insights into the evolving Indo-Pacific visions and strategies being developed in
Japan, India, Australia and the US in reaction to shifting geopolitical realities. The book provides evidence of
geopolitical advances in what some see as a spatially coherent maritime zone stretching from the eastern Pacific to
the western Indian Ocean, including small island states and countries that line its littoral. It also analyzes the
development and operationalization of Indo-Pacific policies and strategies of various key nations. Contributors
provide both macro and micro perspectives to this critically significant topic, offering insights into the grand
strategies of great powers as well as case studies ranging from the Philippines to the Maldives to Kenya. The book
suggests that new rivalries, shifting alliances and economic ebbs and flows in the Indo-Pacific will generate new
geopolitical realities and shape much else beyond in the twenty-first century. A timely contribution to the rapidly
expanding policy and scholarly discussions about what is likely to be the defining region for international politics
for coming generations, the book will be of interest to policymakers as well as students and academics in the fields
of International Relations, Foreign Policy, Security Studies, Diplomacy and International Law, East and South
Asian Studies, East African Studies, Middle East Studies, and Australian Studies.
ISBN : 9780367423506.
1. Indo-Pacific Region - Geopolitics 2. Indo-Pacific Region - Foreign relations 3. Indo-Pacific Region - Politics and
government. I. Rossiter, Ash ed. II. Title
320.954 ROS20

111730
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3. Democratic struggle, institutional reform, and state resilience in the African Sahel / Edited by
Rahmane Idrissa and Leonardo Alfonso Villalon. - Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2020. 221p.

About: Long on the periphery of both academic research and international attention, the countries of the West
African Sahel currently find themselves at the center of global concerns over security, terrorism, migration, and
conflict. Since the early 1990s the Sahelian states have also been engaged in political struggles over the
construction of democratic institutions. Edited by Leonardo A. Villalón and Abdourahmane Idrissa, Democratic
Struggle, Institutional Reform, and State Resilience in the African Sahel addresses a key and little-studied
question: How have the politics of democratization across the Francophone Sahel shaped processes of
state-building, and with what effects on the resilience of state institutions? Starting from the premise that
variation in the politics of institution building and institutional reform—although most frequently justified and
debated in terms of democratization—have differing impact on the construction of resilient states , this book
examines these processes in six francophone states of the Sahel: Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger,
and Chad. The contributors represent a set of distinguished scholars from across the region, many of whom have
also been important actors in the struggles they analyze.
ISBN : 9781498569996.
1. Sahel - Democratization 2. Sahel - Politics and government. I. Villalon, Leonardo Alfonso ed. II. Title
320.966 VIL20

111717
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4. Snow, Donald M.
Cases in international relations : principles and applications / Donald M. Snow. - 8th Ed.. - Lanham,
Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2020. 261p.

About:The cases are extremely timely, geopolitically diverse, accessibly written, and of high interest and salience
amidst today’s headlines. The eighth edition features 18 shorter case studies—four more than the previous
edition, each of which is designed to be highly accessible and read in a single sitting, allowing for an expansion in
the number of topics covered. New and updated topics include petrolism, diplomacy, instruments of power, the
universality of human rights, cyber security and cyberwar, terrorism, and nuclear proliferation.
ISBN : 9781538134375.
1. International relations. I. Title
327 SNO20

111728
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5. Pizzolo, Paolo
Eurasianism : an ideology for the multipolar world / Paolo Pizzolo. - Lanham, Maryland: Lexington
Books, 2020. 291p.

About: Eurasianism: An Ideology for the Multipolar World investigates the ideology of Eurasianism, a political
doctrine that founds its principles on geopolitics and conservatism. Specifically, the book examines
neo-Eurasianist thought and its implications for the international system. After collocating Eurasianism in the
spectrum of conservative theories, the research analyzes its historical evolution from the early 20th century to its
contemporary manifestations. Pizzolo describes the liaison between Eurasianism and geopolitics, describing the
nature of geopolitics and the main theories that highlight the relevance of the Eurasian landmass, including
Mackinder’s “Heartland theory”, Spykman’s “Rimland theory”, and Haushofer’s “Kontinentalblock” project. The
book also focuses on the central elements of the neo-Eurasianist ideology, including the key features of the
so-called “Fourth Political Theory”, arguing that Eurasianism could represent a theoretical contribution for the
advent of the multipolar world.
ISBN : 9781793604798.
1. Eurasia - Geopolitics 2. Eurasia - Politics and government 3. Eurasia - Foreign relations. I Slobodchikoff,
Michael O. fr. II. Title
327.5 PIZ20

111732
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6. Iran in the international system : between great powers and great ideas / Edited by Heinz Gartner
and Mitra Shahmoradi. - London: Routledge, 2020. 248p.

About: Drawing on Iran’s history and its relations with great powers and regional neighbours, this book
addresses the question of how much continuity and/or change there is in Iranian international relations since the
Iranian revolution. Iran has often been at the centre of the political debate on both the Gulf region and the
transatlantic relations. Following the Trump administration’s withdrawal from the Viennese nuclear agreement
in May 2018 signed by the five permanent members of the UN-Security Council, the relationship between Iran
and the world entered a new phase. With high expectations within Iran for improved relations with Europe, the
this book calls for a new and innovative approach to be undertaken by the Iranian leadership towards the US,
Europe and Asia if Iran is to find a role for itself within regional and international structures. Exploring power
relations, negotiations, the role of international institutions and international law, the contributors consider the
relations among central powers that influence Iran’s internal and external affairs; and examine Iran’s domestic
motives and role in the local and regional context. This book will be of interest to scholars and students of Politics,
International Relations, Iranian Politics, Iranian Foreign Policy. It may also provide insights for policymakers,
journalists, and the military.
ISBN : 9780367194475.
1. Iran - Foreign relations - United States 2. Iran - Economic conditions 3. Iran - Social conditions 4. United States
- Foreign relations - Iran. I. Gartner, Heinz ed. II. Shahmoradi, Mitra ed. III. Title
327.55 GAR20

111734
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7. Kazemzadeh, Masoud
Iran's foreign policy: elite factionalism, ideology, the nuclear weapons program, and the United
States / Masoud Kazemzadeh. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2020. 120p.

About: This book analyzes both domestic and international factors that have influenced Iran’s foreign policy
since 1979. It looks not only at the perspectives of the ruling elite, but also of civil society and opposition groups.
Furthermore, it also analyzes the interactions among Iran’s policies and those of regional and global powers. Since
the 1979 revolution, Iran’s foreign policy has appeared both threatening and puzzling. Some have described it as
ideological, whereby the regime has been attempting to export its Islamist rule to neighbouring countries and
challenging the international order. Others consider Iran’s foreign policy to be primarily pragmatic, concerned
with survival of the regime and expanding its power not unlike other powers in the system. This book attempts to
go deeper than most conventional analyses. It demystifies Iran’s foreign policy by describing, in great detail,
foreign policy decision making in Iran. Iran is not a one-man dictatorship. Rather, it is rule by an oligarchy of Shia
fundamentalists. The regime’s ideology has not been cohesive, nor has it remained consistent in the past 41 years,
nor all members of the ruling oligarchy have articulated an identical version of it. The book describes foreign
policies of various factions and their leading figures as well as analysing their evolutions since 1979. It explains
how various intra-elite configurations of power have influenced the regime’s foreign policy regarding the nuclear
weapons program and the relations with the United States. Iran’s Foreign Policy: Elite Factionalism, Ideology, the
Nuclear Weapons Program, and the United States adds fresh and critical perspectives on scholarly and policy
debates on Iran’s foreign policy. The chapters in this book were originally published in the following journals:
Comparative Strategy, American Foreign Policy Interests and the Terrorism Law Report.
ISBN : 9780367495459.
1. Iran - Foreign relations 2. Iran - Politics and government. I. Title
327.55 KAZ20

111719
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8. Osiewicz, Przemysław
Foreign policy of the Islamic Republic of Iran : between ideology and pragmatism / Przemysław
Osiewicz. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2021. 196p.

About: Providing a well-balanced and impartial perspective on the foreign policy of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
this book contributes to a better understanding of the current foreign policy of Iran, especially its internal and
external determinants. Combining theoretical and practical aspects, it provides readers with a short analysis of
Iranian foreign policy. The first part is dedicated to the Pahlavi era between 1925–1979. The second consists of
three chapters covering issues relating to ideological and institutional aspects of Iranian foreign policy after 1979.
The last part incorporates eight case studies which best present both regional and global dimensions. This
comprehensive study contains a synthesis of views and opinions of commentators and scholars who often
represent contradictory perspectives. Serving as a key reference and starting point for further studies, this book
will be of interest to students and researchers studying Iranian foreign policy, international relations, and Middle
Eastern studies.
ISBN : 9780367863067.
1. Iran - Foreign relations 2. Iran - Foreign policy 3. Diplomatic relations. I. Title
327.55 OSI21

111718
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9. Bischoff, Paul-Henri
African foreign policies : selecting signifiers to explain agency / Edited by Paul-Henri Bischoff. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2020. 267p.

About: This book explores, at a time when several powers have become serious players on the continent, aspects
of African agency, past and present, by African writers on foreign policy, representative of geography, language
and state size. In the past, African foreign policy has largely been considered within the context of reactions to the
international or global 'external factor'. This ground-breaking book, however, looks at how foreign policy has been
crafted and used in response not just to external, but also, mainly, domestic imperatives or (theoretical) signifiers.
As such, it narrates individual and changing foreign policy orientations over time - and as far back as
independence - with mainly African-based scholars who present their own constructs of what is a useful
theoretical narrative regarding foreign policy on the continent - how theory is adapted to local circumstance or
substituted for continentally based ontologies. The book therefore contends that the African experience carries
valuable import for expanding general understandings of foreign policy in general. This book will be of key interest
to scholars and students of Foreign Policy Analysis, Foreign Policy Studies, African International
Relations/Politics/Studies, Diplomacy and more broadly to International Relations.
ISBN : 9780367348281.
1. Africa - Foreign relations 2. Africa - Politics and government. 3. Africa - Foreign policy I. Title
327.6 BIS20

111726
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10. Denmark, Abraham M.
U.S. strategy in the Asian century : empowering allies and partners / Abraham M. Denmark. - New
York: Columbia University Press, 2020. 316p.

About: As the Indo-Pacific emerges as the world’s most strategically consequential region and competition with
China intensifies, the United States must adapt its approach if it seeks to preserve its power and sustain regional
stability and prosperity. Yet as China grows more powerful and aggressive and the United States appears
increasingly unreliable, the Indo-Pacific has become riven with uncertainty. These dynamics threaten to
undermine the region’s unprecedented peace and prosperity. U.S. Strategy in the Asian Century offers vital
perspective on the future of power dynamics in the Indo-Pacific, focusing on the critical roles that American allies
and partners can play. Abraham M. Denmark argues that these alliances and partnerships represent
indispensable strategic assets for the United States. They will be necessary in any effort by Washington to
compete with China, promote prosperity, and preserve a liberal order in the Indo-Pacific. Blending academic rigor
and practical policy experience, Denmark analyzes the future of major-power competition in the region, with an
eye toward American security interests. He details a pragmatic approach for the United States to harness the
power of its allies and partners to ensure long-term regional stability and successfully navigate the complexities of
the new era.
ISBN : 9780231197656.
1. Indo-Pacific Region - Geopolitics 2. Asia - Foreign relations - United States 3. United States - Foreign relations China 4. United States - Foreign relations - Asia 5. China - Foreign relations - United States. I. Title
327.7305 DEN20

111725
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11. Heikkila, Eric J.
China from a U.S. policy perspective / Eric J. Heikkila. - New York: Routledge, 2021. 216p.

About: In this book, Eric J. Heikkila explores a truly important question that has not been adequately analyzed
to date: how the rise of China alters the context in which the broad spectrum of policies in the United States
should be assessed. Here, the policy domain of the United States government is carved into three broad spheres:
Economic Policies: Fiscal Policy and Deficits, Trade Policy, and Employment and Income. Sustainability Policies:
Climate Change, Urban Policy and Energy Policy. Geopolitical Policies: Homeland Security, Defense Policy and
Foreign Relations. For each domain, Heikkila assesses the key policy issues and tradeoffs, examining how the
balance of such tradeoffs shifts due to China's rise. In doing so, he demonstrates how a rising China exerts its
gravitation pull on U.S. policy, not so much through lobbying or negotiation, but through the very nature of its
being. A concluding chapter presents a workable synthesis derived from these diverse perspectives. At a time of
increasing tensions, it is all the more important for U.S. policy makers to focus on the many substantive policy
questions that are impacted by China's rise. China from a U.S. Policy Perspective will be of key interest to
scholars, practitioners and students of policy analysis, US politics, Chinese politics and International Relations.
ISBN : 9780367897963.
1. United States - Foreign relations - China 2. China - Foreign relations - United States 3. United States Economic policy. I. Title
327.73051 HEI21

111729
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12. ASEAN as a method : re-centering processes and institutions in contemporary Southeast Asian
regionalism / Edited by Ceren Ergenc. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2021. 139p.

About: This edited volume proposes that an understanding of ASEAN - its development and institutionalisation
- is invaluable to our conception of International relations theory in the Asian context. Southeast Asia and ASEAN
host peoples, ideas, institutions and relations that contribute to a critical reassessment of theories in social
sciences. In the field of IR, studies on transnational networks, diasporas, small states, middle powers, the role of
history and identity learn from Southeast Asian practices. ASEAN has long been established as an authoritative
example of alternative ways of regional institutionalization. Besides empirical analysis, these fields can also
benefit from their interactions with regional scholarly communities. This edited book offers an opportunity for a
dialogue among scholarly communities on a variety of issues that Southeast Asia and ASEAN provide ample
opportunities for a critical analysis. This book will be of great interest to scholars of ASEAN, the broader Asian
region and for scholars of regionalism in general.
ISBN : 9780367428136.
1. ASEAN 2. South Asian cooperation 3. East Asian cooperation 4. Southeast Asia - Regionalism. I. Ergenc, Ceren
ed. II. Title
337.159 ERG21

111727
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13. Katada, Saori N.
Japan's new regional reality : geoeconomic strategy in the Asia-Pacific / Saori N. Katada. - New York:
Columbia University Press, 2020. 319p.

About: Since the mid-1990s, Japan’s regional economic strategy has transformed. Once characterized by
bilateralism, informality, and neomercantilism, Japanese policy has shifted to a new liberal strategy emphasizing
regional institution building and rule setting. As two major global powers, China and the United States, wrestle
over economic advantages, Japan currently occupies a pivotal position capable of tipping the geoeconomic balance
in the region. Japan’s New Regional Reality offers a comprehensive analysis of Japan’s geoeconomic strategy
that reveals the country’s role in shaping regional economic order in the Asia-Pacific. Saori N. Katada explains
Japanese foreign economic policy in light of both international and domestic dynamics. She points out the hurdles
to implementing a state-led liberal strategy, detailing how domestic political and institutional changes have been
much slower and stickier than the changing regional economics. Katada highlights state-market relations and
shows how big businesses have responded to the country’s interventionist policies. The book covers a wide range of
economic issues including trade, investment, finance, currency, and foreign aid. Japan’s New Regional Reality is a
meticulously researched study of the dynamics that have contributed to economic and political realities in the
Asia-Pacific today, with significant implications for future regional trends.
ISBN : 9780231190732.
1. Japan - Regional economics 2. Japan - Geopolitics 3. Japan - Foreign economic relations - Pacific Area 4. Pacific
Area - Foreign economic relations - Japan. I. Title
337.52 KAT20

111721
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14. European Union and beyond : multi-level governance, institutions, and policy-making / Edited by
Jae-Jae Michelle Spoon and Nils Ringe. - New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2020. 268p.

About: The European Union and Beyond: Multi-Level Governance, Institutions, and Policy-Making seeks to
examine current debates and issues in the study of regional integration, multilevel governance and European
Union studies. Contributions focus on a diverse set of topics related to these areas, including monetary union,
trade, public administration, legislative representation, free movement and comparisons of the European Union to
other federal systems, and supranational organizations. The chapters are diverse in approach with contributors
coming from the fields of public administration, political economy, law, international relations and comparative
politics. The goal of the volume is to provide an up‐to-date assessment of the current debates and issue in these
fields of study.
ISBN : 9781785523359.
1. European Union Countries - Regionalism 2. European Union Countries - Central-local government relations
3. European Union countries - Public administration. I. Spoon, Jae-Jae Michelle ed. II. Ringe, Nils ed. III. Title
341.2422 SPO20

111733
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15. New architecture of regional security in Africa : perspectives on counter-terrorism and
counter-insurgency in the Lake Chad Basin / Edied by Usman A. Tar and Bashir Bala. - Lanham,
Maryland: Lexington Books, 2020.
493p.

About: This book critically explores the emerging architecture of regional security in Africa with particular
reference to counterterrorism and counterinsurgency in the Lake Chad Basin Region. In New Architecture of
Regional Security in Africa, the contributors--scholars, policy-makers, and defense/security practitioners from
both within and outside Africa--examine the evolution, dynamics, and working mechanisms for peace and security
or emerging regional security architecture for regional security in the region. The volume will be essential reading
for all academics, scholars, and researchers in academia and NGOs with interests in counterinsurgency and
counterterrorism related issues in the Lake Chad Basin region. Additionally, the volume will also be useful for
students of counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, small wars, terrorism and strategic studies, and defense and
security studies. It will also provide invaluable reference material for policy practitioners working on the activities
in the contemporary operating environment within the Lake Chad Basin region. This book offers innovative
perspectives on the emerging architecture for regional security in Africa, with a focus on how member states of the
Lake Chad Basin Commission are coping with the challenges of terrorism and insurgency. Edited by Usman A.
Tar and Bashir Bala, the volume is the first to critically document regional security in the Lake Chad Basin.
ISBN : 9781498574105.
1. Africa, Central - National security 2. Africa, Central - Counterinsurgency 3. Africa, Central - Terrorism Prevention. I. Tar, Usman A. ed. II. Bala, Bashir ed. III. Title
355.033067 TAR20

111722
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16. Liang, Guoyong
China-US trade war / Guoyong Liang and Haoyuan Ding. - Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2021. 104p.

About: An unprecedented trade war broke out between the world's two largest economies in 2018 and escalated
subsequently. It is the first major economic conflict happened in the era of globalization, with its aftermath going
far beyond trade. The trade war weighs heavily on China and the United States and threatens the world economy
and the global trading system. This book provides a timely account of the US-China trade war with insights into
its causes and consequences. Examining through the lenses of both history and theory, it analyses the context and
causes of the trade war, the intertwined processes of tariff combat and trade negotiations, and the impacts on
international trade, foreign direct investment, macroeconomic performance and firm behaviour. It also addresses
the long-term strategic and geopolitical implications of the ongoing trade and economic confrontation. The book
will appeal to those interested in international economics and politics, global governance and development.
ISBN : 9780367363147.
1. United States - Tariff 2. United States - Commerce - China 3. China - Tariff. I. Ding, Haoyuan II. Title
382.0951073 LIA21

111715
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17. Conflict areas in the Balkans / Edited by Pinar Yurur and Arda Ozkan. - Lanham, Maryland:
Lexington Books, 2020. 315p.

About: The situation in the Balkans, such as the solution to the status of Kosovo, is currently the largest
international political problem in Europe, with the potential to burst into a world crisis regarding the Eastern Western relations. On the other hand, a successful solution to the problem in the Balkans could serve as a model
for solving the Muslim - Christian tensions elsewhere in the world. It is the intention of this book to contribute
proposals for solutions to the problems of Balkans. The starting principle for the solutions to be effective is that
they should come in a natural way from the people below and should not be enforced by the political elites from
above. Based on self-determination of nations as a starting principle, they should encourage intra-regional
cooperation among the regional entities (economic, cultural, sport, as a basis for political, social understanding
and cooperation); secondly, accelerate their economic, political and social development and thirdly, as a final step
enable the inclusion of the Balkan countries into the European Union.
ISBN : 9781498599191.
1. Balkan Peninsula - Ethnic conflict 2. Balkan Peninsula - Political violence 3. Balkan Peninsula - Conflict
management 4. Balkan Peninsula - Ethnic relations. I. Yurur, Pinar ed. II. Ozkan, Arda ed. III. Title
949.6 YUR20

111731
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18. Dillon, Michael
Zhou Enlai : the enigma behind Chairman Mao / Michael Dillon. - London: I. B. Tauris, 2020. 302p.

About: Enigmatic, Eminence grise, the 'power behind the throne' - these phrases sum up Zhou Enlai's long and
varied, but always pivotal, political career in the Chinese Communist Party from the 1920s to 1970s. Born in 1898,
Zhou witnessed several of the most important events in China's modern history and was a close associate of both
the nationalist leader Chiang Kai-Shek and communist leader Mao Zedong, whom he served under as China's first
premier from 1949 until 1976. Zhou was also a major ally of Deng Xiaoping - a source, for example, of major
influence on his 'Four Modernizations' in agriculture, industry, science and technology, and the military. He was
thus the prime architect of China's drive towards superpower status and one of the key determinants of China's
central role in the modern world. Zhou does not conform readily to any of the stereotypes of communist leaders,
Chinese or otherwise. Cultivated and urbane, he was a sympathetic and intellectual character, who was well-liked
by non-communists, foreigners and his staff. He was one of the most complex figures in the politics of
contemporary China, and certainly one of the most interesting, although his influence was never all that obvious.
In this book, Michael Dillon restores him to his rightful place in history and analyses the role of a man who was 'a
genuine statesman rather than just a political operator'.
ISBN : 9781788319300.
1. Zhou, Enlai, - 1898-1976 2. China - Communists - Biography 3. Asian history. I. Title
951.05 DIL20

111711
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19. Kurds in the Middle East : enduring problems and new dynamics / Edited by Mehmet Gurses,
David Romano, and Michael M. Gunter.. - Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2020. 352p.

About: While dramatic changes taking place in the Middle East offer important opportunities to the Kurdish
century-long struggle for recognition, serious obstacles seem to keep reemerging every time the Kurds anywhere
make progress. The large Kurdish geography, extending from western Iran to near the eastern Mediterranean,
and a century of repression and denial have engendered various Kurdish groups with competing and at times
conflicting views and goals. The Kurds in the Middle East: Enduring Problems and New Dynamics, with an
emphasis on continuity and change in the Kurdish Question, brings together a group of well-known scholars to
shed light on this complex issue.
ISBN : 9781793613585.
1. Middle East - Kurds - Politics and government 2. Kurdistan - Politics and government. I. Gunter, Michael M. ed.
II. Gurses, Mehmet ed. III. Romano, David ed. IV. Title
956 GUR20

111735

19

20. Kepel, Gilles
Away from chaos : the Middle East and the challenge to the West / Gilles Kepel. - New York: Columbia
University Prees, 2020. 366p.

About: The Middle East is one of the world’s most volatile regions. In recent years, from the optimism and then
crushing disappointment of the Arab uprisings through the rise and fall of the Islamic State, it has presented key
international security challenges. With the resilient jihadi terror threat, large-scale migration due to warfare and
climate change, and fierce competition for control over oil, it promises to continue to be a powder keg. What ignited
this instability? Away from Chaos is a sweeping political history of four decades of Middle East conflict and its
worldwide ramifications. Gilles Kepel, called “France’s most famous scholar of Islam” by the New York Times,
offers a clear and persuasive narrative of the long-term causes of tension while seamlessly incorporating
on-the-ground observations and personal experiences from the people who lived through them. From the Yom
Kippur/Ramadan war of 1973 to the aftermath of the Arab Spring, Away from Chaos weaves together the various
threads that run through Middle East politics and ties them to their implications on the global stage. With keen
insight stemming from decades of experience in the region, Kepel puts these chaotic decades in perspective and
illuminates their underlying dynamics. He also considers the prospects of emerging from this long-lasting turmoil
and for the people of the Middle East and the world to achieve a more stable future.
ISBN : 9780231197021.
1. Middle East - Politics and government 2. Middle East - Foreign relations 3. Western countries - Foreign
relations - Middle East 4. Middle East - Foreign relations - Western countries. I. Title
956 KEP20

111712
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